The survival of a bird's egg depends upon its ability to stay within strict thermal limits.
To examine these ecogeographic patterns, we quantified egg colours across their known 48 geographic ranges. To accomplish this we generated coordinates of avian eggshell coloration 49 within an opponent colour space spanning 634 species, representing 32 of the extant 36 orders of 50 birds 17 (Fig. 1) . Coordinates within this space correspond with avian perceived colour and 51 luminance (brightness), and they directly relate to physical metrics of colour (see Methods). 
89
We found that avian eggshell colours are darker and browner near the Arctic, and have greater 90 luminance and more variable colours near the equator (Fig. 2) are acting on eggshell coloration.
150
As predicted, the strength of these relationships varied with nest types that experience 151 differing levels of solar irradiance, such that the ability for temperature to predict colour and 
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Extended data is available for this paper at _.
301
Correspondence and requests for materials should be addressed to D.H. corresponding with blue-green and brown respectively (Fig. 1) . The eggshell luminance was 328 standardized to the brightest value. Unlike previous analyses that quantified avian eggshell 329 coloration 17,36,37 , this approach uses quantum catch from all four receptors, while providing a 330 quantification of variation in coloration from blue-green to brown, along with a second 331 dimension of capturing variation in perceived eggshell luminance (Fig. 1) . Although species respectively. We chose to quantify colour using an avian perceptual system because birds 343 actively select eggs, and therefore these data have value for meta-replication when testing 344 hypotheses related to avian signalling. Data Fig. 3 ), but we do not have predictions for these groups so we do not explore their 415 independent relationships. We predicted the rate of heating of chicken eggs under natural 416 incident solar radiation based on colour, luminance, and mass using a general linear model.
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Data availability
419
The data and codes that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding 420 author upon request.
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